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leave accumulation, operating costs, unemployment insurance, and federal rebate. This fee will be $19.56 per hour effective October 1, 1993. The fee for regular civil service inspectors is based upon the same factors but no charge for operations or unemployment is included. This fee is currently $24.24 per hour and is set by Hawaii Administrative Rules. Every effort is made to keep the professional time to a minimum. Charges are also made for travel time to and from the inspection site, mileage, overtime, and night differential if applicable.

A request for inspection must be made during normal working hours at least two hours before the time of inspection. The inspection service may refuse to conduct an inspection outside of this time frame. Inspection is conducted in two ways: lot inspection and online inspection.

In a lot inspection a discrete lot is offered for inspection. A random sample is selected from the lot, with the size of the sample dependent on the size of the lot, and the fruit in the sample is graded. The whole lot is graded based upon the sample unless the inspector can clearly determine that the lot can be further broken down into smaller lots by some distinguishing characteristic. If a sublot can be identified it may be graded separately if required. The lot must be made available to the inspector so that all cartons are available for sampling and the inspector may request that the handler move cartons so that the selected cartons can be inspected. All overwraps, ties, tapes, etc., should be removed to facilitate inspection. Lots will not be retied, retaped, etc., by the inspection service. The inspector will not inspect fruit in a dangerous or hazardous location. The handler shall not interfere with the inspection. The inspector stamps or supervises the stamping of all cartons passing the inspection.

Online inspection is conducted in the packing plant. The inspector takes samples at randomly selected time intervals. The fruit so inspected is considered to be representative of the subgroup immediately preceding the inspected fruit. If the sample fails the subgroup is rejected and must be reworked. Stamping of cartons is usually done automatically on line. The inspector must be on the premises at all times when the inspection stamp is not secured.

Some of the packing plants have lot inspections on local or Canadian shipments. Although lot inspections might be cheaper on a time basis, inspections of U.S. mainland- or Japan-bound fruit on a lot basis may not be feasible since a rejection would mean that all boxes must be opened, reworked, and resealed. It should also be remembered that lot inspection of sealed cartons outside of the packing house will require that those cartons opened for inspection cannot be exported since the quarantine was broken.

As a service to the handlers, the inspection service submits copies of the certificates to the PAC to meet the requirements of the marketing order.

The handler may request an appeal inspection if he disagrees with the results of the inspection. The reinspection will be conducted by another inspector. The handler will be charged for the second inspection if the results are substantially the same as the first inspection; no charge will be made for the second inspection if the results of the first inspection are overturned.

The inspection service requires payment of charges in thirty days from the billing date. Failure to remain current will result in the establishment of a payment schedule and cash payment for any further inspections. Failure to meet the established payment schedule will result in refusal to conduct inspection.

The marketing order allows a handler to handle uninspected fruit if they request inspection for a lot, within normal working hours, and the inspection service advises the handler that it is not practicable to provide inspection at the time and place designated by the handler. The inspection service gives the handler a waiver number for the lot of fruit for which the inspection was requested. The handler shall conspicuously mark one end of each container with the waiver number given by the inspection service in letters at least ½ inch high. Each lot requires a separate request and separate waiver number. Although uninspected, the fruit must meet the marketing order grade and size requirements.

The Department of Agriculture will also provide dumping certificates, on a fee-for-service basis, as evidence that fruit delivered to a handler for sale for the account of a grower (in other words, consignment sales) was not sold and thus not subject to assessment. The department also enforces minimum export requirements for papayas, which currently is Hawaii No. 1. The department will assist the grower in recovering delinquent payment from a dealer. These services are state requirements and outside of the Papaya Marketing Order.

The PAC is charged with establishing rules and regulations to assure compliance with grade,
size, pack, and container requirements and to identify inspected containers of papayas. The inspection service stamps all containers that pass inspection as an aid for the PAC in identifying the lot. The inspection service does not conduct compliance work for the PAC, it does not inspect fruit for which no request for inspection is received, nor does it actively seek out handlers who are not having their fruit inspected. The inspection service does report any uninspected fruit or other suspected violations of the marketing order if it observes these violations during its normal course of business so that the PAC can take compliance action against the handler.

The following are some suggestions on how to cut inspection costs: Grade your fruit correctly. Don't push the tolerances. Handle, store, and treat fruit properly prior to inspection. Reduce the use of overtime and night differential. Make lots accessible; remove tape, string, etc., before inspection. Locate inspections so that travel time is reduced. Have fruit ready for inspection at the time agreed upon. Request lot inspections when feasible. Assist the inspector in supervised stamping. Improve the efficiency of the packing line.

I hope that this gives you a better idea of why the department is involved in the Papaya Marketing Order and why we do what we do.